
CERTIFIED HEALTH  
VALUE PROFESSIONAL  
DESIGNATION

THE VALIDATION INSTITUTE

An advocate for better health value and stronger health outcomes, 

offers the Certified Health Value Professional (CHVP) certification. This 

professional designation equips organizational healthcare purchasers 

and advisors with the tools and knowledge required to navigate 

the complexity of today’s healthcare market and reinforces the 

importance of finding vendors that provide the greatest value and 

service to your employees.

To Obtain Your Certified Health Value  
Professional Designation

Discern high-value, high-impact programs from hype.

Be confident vendor performance reports and claims are accurate.

Effectively determine if a program can improve quality and costs.

Deliver truly effective programs to your employer.

Be a cost-saving hero for your company.
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Impactful Reasons



Want to Learn More? Let’s Talk.

P: 570-980-6225
CustomerCare@ValidationInstitute.com

www.ValidationInstitute.com/Certification

What Is CHVP?
Created and presented by industry-leading subject matter experts and  

in-field practitioners, the Certified Health Value Professional (CHVP) program 

is a self-paced, online course that provides specialized training focused on 

healthcare benefits purchasing/management, outcomes, and costs.

Candidates are typically responsible for the purchasing and/or management 

of healthcare benefits. They may work in finance, benefits, or human resources. 

Our wide range of topics makes this program perfect for both experienced and 

senior personnel, like your CFO, Controller, or Benefits Administrator, as well as 

those new to the field or looking to advance their career.

What Will You Learn?
The CHVP program currently covers fourteen health benefits-related training  

modules. Certification requires candidates to pass a minimum of ten modules. 

Courses covered include:

• Worksite Primary Care Arrangements

• High-Performance Health Care Services

• Population Health Management

• Health Care Service Direct Contracting

• Managing Drug Spend

• Reference Based Pricing

• Bundled Pricing

• Certified Outcomes Report Analysis (CORA)

• Captive Insurance Arrangements

• Stop Loss Coverage

• Health Benefits Analytics

• Self-funded Health Plans: Risk vs. Reward

• Self-Funding Documentation

• Claims Review


